
Sunny - Magnetic

Full-On Manifestation

4 Levels of
Being

Emotional Tone
Scale

How to
Transcend

• Love, Passion, Intuitive, Connection,

Oneness, Bliss Illumination,

Channeled, Transcendance

• Positive Expectations, Belief,

Enthusiasm, Eagerness, Happiness,

Joy, Knowledge, Empowerment,

Freedom

• Strong Interest, Cheerfulness,

Aesthetic, Action, Revelation,

Creative, Open-hearted,

Understanding

Optimism, Hopefulness, Meaningful,

Inspiring, Willingness, Empowered,

Intention, Trusting, Reason, Released,

Permitting, Feasible, Courage,

Serenity of Beingness, Merciful,

Harmonious, Acceptance, Forgiveness,

Peace, Contentment, Mild Interest,

atisfied, Neutral,

Conservatism

Manipulation, Control, Revenge,

Hatred, Rage, Jealousy,  Frustration,

Irritation, Impatience, Hostility,

Antagonism, Demanding, Pride,

Scorn, Inflation, Vengeful,

Antagonistic, Anger, Aggression,

Desire, Craving, Punitive, Vindictive

• Wanting, Disdainful, Tragic, Regret,

Abdication, Covert Hostility,

Denying, Disappointing, Pessimism,

Fear, Pain

• Grief, Overwhelment, Resentment,

Guilt, Blame, Destruction, Miserable,

Shame, Humilitation, Elimination,

Terror, No Sympathy, Unexpressed,

Resentment, Anxiety

• Enslavement, Powerlessness,

Despair, Depression, Withdrawal,

Boredom, Disinterested, Hopeless,

Despondency, Apathy, Monotony,

Numb, Indifferent

Cloudy - Pain

Blah - Stagnant

Storming - Cleansing

Things are Moving

Placid - Positive - Allowing

1. Comfort Yourself First

2. Stabilize

3. Begin finding ways to feel better

4. Ask yourself “what do I want?”

(planting seeds)

5. Stop the negative trance -

spiraling into abject negativity

6. If you can get a couple of steps

higher, you’re progressing

1. Weeding (Building a better

mental equivalent)

2. Realize that staying here is a

DELAY to healing

3. Empower yourself better

4. Let go into grace

5. Experiment in what

makes you feel better

6. Receive more easily

1. Release attachment & replace

with greater vision for your life

2. Continue to strengthen your

creation muscles

3. Allow grace, magic, HELP in

4. Build your faith by chronicling

your manifestations

5. Solidify transcension tools

1. Embodiment

2. Take only inspired

action

3. Get used to good coming your

way & freely accept it

4. Go deeper into your intuition

5. Maintain what is working

6. Have fun, play!

Negative Range

Positive Range



Emotional Stabilization

30 Day Breakup Bootcamp

• Use this chart to ascertain where you tend to hang out emotionally. (We’ll be working on this

steadily. It’s a key to your healing. So you’ll hear more about this.)

• The goal is to keep moving up the scale, spending more & more time higher.

• The top 2 levels are magnetic. The top level is where magic really kicks in, and your life becomes

charmed.  You cannot even begin to manifest better until we get you more & more of the time in the

upper regions.

• Don’t expect to suddenly bounce from bottom to top -- that’s not realistic. Just strive to move a

few notches up the scale, and as you do, you’ll feel better and better (emotionally, physically and

energetically). Eventually, you can leap more quickly to feeling really bad to feeling great.

• The processes we do in the The 30 Day Breakup Bootcamp are super useful in moving up this

scale. Find the exercises that work best where you are now to help you rise on the scale.

• There is value in every level. We would not be given this huge range of emotions if they were not

useful.

• We all naturally move up and down the scale as we go through our lives. However, start noticing

your “setpoint,” where you most often reside. Incorporate this observation throughout your day to

become aware.

• The object is to ultimately change your setpoint, raising it higher & higher on the scale. Even the

most enlightened guru will still visit the lower levels. As long as we’re here in these bodies, we use

our emotions to lead us along.

• People at the highest levels develop charisma. They’re the ones who turn heads when they walk in

a room. Once you gain more traction at the higher levels, you will become magnetic & see a marked

difference in what you are attracting into your life.

NOTE: In my training, we were taught that emotions were useless, something you needed to

transcend. I DO NOT AGREE.

Emotions tell you where things need to shift -- they GUIDE you. When you feel bad, it’s a sign you

need to detach, change a belief, a limit, heal a wound, become empowered or literally move

yourself out of a toxic situation. Emotions are not to be ignored.

If you are chronically emotionally unstable (lower levels), very common when you’re going through

a split, then you spend a lot of time caretaking yourself. As you stabilize, you feel better & it’s

easier to move forward again in your life.

We now begin shifting you upward to a place where you are empowered and creating your life

again. This chart will help us make that happen more quickly.




